In this paper, DFT calculations were performed to determine the intermediates for formation of CH 4 and CH 3 OH from CO 2 reduction on the transition metal M (M=Ni, Pd and Pt)-doped Cu(111) surface, and the reduction pathways through various possible intermediates are investigated systematically. In the following, we will deduce the most possible pathways for CO 2 reduction into CH 4 and CH 3 OH on transition metal M (M=Ni, Pd and Pt)-doped Cu(111) surface based on the reaction free energies and activation barriers analyses. Thus, the mechanistic insight into effect of doping of transition metal M (M=Ni, Pd and Pt) on CO 2 reduction into CH 4 and CH 3 OH can be obtained. For comparison, the reduction pathways of CO 2 into CH 4 and CH 3 OH on pure Cu(111) surface as included in our previous DFT study were also given. 1
The possible CO 2 reduction pathways on the Ni-doped Cu(111) surface

Formation pathways of key intermediate CO on the Ni-doped Cu(111) surface
The formation of key intermediate CO is initial step during the course of CO 2 reduction. The calculated minimum energy paths (MEPs) for these possible initial steps for CO formation via direct dissociation and hydrogenative dissociation of CO 2 on the Ni-doped Cu(111) surface are shown in Fig. S1 . The geometry structures of the corresponding reactants, products, and reaction intermediates are also displayed in Fig. S1 .
For intermediate CO formation on the Ni-doped Cu(111) surface, the reaction free energy is calculated as -0.23 eV through hydrogenative dissociation of CO 2 , whereas it is -0.06 eV through CO 2 direct dissociation, which showed the former may be more favorable pathway thermodynamically for CO formation. The corresponding activation barriers for these both processes are 0.40 and 0.72 eV, respectively, indicating that hydrogenative dissociation of CO 2 into CO require lower activation barrier, which follow the same trend as the reaction free energies. Thus, both the thermodynamic and kinetic studies suggest that the more preferred pathway of CO formation may be via hydrogenative dissociation of CO 2 on the Ni-modified Cu(111) surface.
Intermediate COOH may be able to be formed during the course of CO 2 hydrogenative dissociation into CO. Thus, we perform the MEPs analysis for COOH formation and subsequent dissociation processes on the Ni-doped Cu(111) surface. As shown in Fig. S2 , these both processes are all exothermic, and the corresponding reaction free energies are -0.19 and -0.59 eV, respectively, indicating that COOH formation through CO 2 hydrogenation and dissociation through dehydroxylation are thermodynamically favorable pathways on the Ni-doped Cu(111) surface. The activation barrier for COOH formation is 0.39 eV, which is approximately equal with that of CO formation through CO 2 hydrogenative dissociation. Furthermore, a very low activation barrier of ca. 0.16 eV is required for subsequent COOH dissociation into CO, which is almost thermo-activation process. Thereby, we can conclude that CO 2 hydrogenative dissociation into CO may be not an elementary reaction step, which may contain an intermediate COOH on the Ni-doped Cu(111) surface. On the pure Cu(111) surface, COOH is also a possible reaction intermediate during the course of CO 2 hydrogenative dissociation into CO. However, an activation barrier of 1.18 eV is required, which is considerably higher than that for the corresponding process of Ni-doped Cu(111) surface. Thus, the activation barrier for CO formation can be reduced significantly by the doping of Ni, which may be ascribed to that Ni activates the CO 2 since the chemisorbed CO 2 molecule is observed on the top sites of Ni on the surface and promotes the reduction process of CO 2 . 
Reduction pathways of key intermediate CO on the Ni-doped Cu(111) surface
Three possible reactions pathways are considered for CO further reduction on the Ni-doped Cu(111) surface, namely, direct dissociation via C-O bond cleavage into adsorbed C and O atoms, hydrogenation into form an adsorbed formyl (CHO), and hydrogenation into form an adsorbed hydroxymethylidyne (COH). The thermodynamic analyses show that these three possible reaction pathways are all endothermic processes, in which CO direct dissociation is the most endothermic process thermodynamically with a reaction free energy of 3.17 eV, whereas the reaction free energy is the least positive, ca. hydrogenation is shown in Fig. S8 . The reaction free energies are calculated as -0.55 and -0.59 eV for CH 3 formation through CH 2 hydrogenation and CH 4 formation through CH 3 hydrogenation, respectively. These two pathways are all strong exothermic processes, suggesting thermodynamically that they are easily to occur. The calculated activation barriers for the corresponding processes are 0.30 and 0.21 eV, respectively, which are very low and can be overcome at ambient temperature. hydrogenation of CO 2 , respectively, whereas it is 1.02 eV through CO 2 direct dissociation, which showed hydrogenative dissociation into CO and hydrogenation into COOH may be more favorable pathways thermodynamically. The corresponding activation barriers for these three processes are 0.83, 0.72 and 2.09 eV, respectively, indicating that hydrogenative dissociation into CO and hydrogenation of CO 2 into COOH require lower activation barriers, in which the activation barrier for COOH formation is slightly lower than that of CO formation. Furthermore, a low activation barrier of ca. 0.42 eV is required with a reaction free energy of -0.19 eV for subsequent COOH dissociation into CO, as shown in Fig. S10 As shown in Fig. S12, among 
Subsequent reduction pathways of CH 3 O on the Pd-doped Cu(111) surface
The CH 3 
CH 4 formation pathways on the Pd-doped Cu(111) surface
Since the hydrogenative dissociation of CH 3 O into form CH 3 on the Pd-doped Cu(111) surface is the most facile based on the above thermodynamic and kinetic analyses, the final CH 4 production is possibly to be formed by intermediate CH 3 hydrogenation. The MEPs of CH 4 formation through intermediate CH 3 hydrogenation is shown in Fig. S15 . The reaction free energy is calculated as -1.01 eV for CH 4 formation through CH 3 hydrogenation. This pathway is strong exothermic processes, suggesting thermodynamically that it is easily to occur. The calculated activation barrier for the corresponding process is 0.23 eV, which is a thermo-activated process and can be overcome at ambient temperature. eV for direct dissociation into CH+O and C+OH, respectively. Therefore, it can be concluded that intermediates CH 2 O and CHOH may be able to be formed during the course of CO 2 reduction into hydrocarbons on the Pt-doped Cu(111) surface, which may be parallel pathways. However, we note that CHOH dissociation back into CHO requires a very low activation barrier of 0.04 eV, which is significantly lower than that of CHO further reduction and is a non-activated process. Thus, CHOH may be not a stable reaction intermediate. 
The possible CO
